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Phonons scatter and travel ballistically in systems smaller than the phonon mean free path. At larger lengths, the transport is instead predominantly diffusive. We employ molecular dynamics simulations to describe the length dependence of the thermal conductivity. The simulations show that the interfacial thermal resistance $R_k$ for a Si-Ge superlattice is inversely proportional to its length, but reaches a constant value as the system dimension becomes larger than the phonon mean free path. This nanoscale effect is incorporated into an accurate continuum model by treating the interface as a distinct material with an effective thermal resistance equal to $R_k$. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3607477]

The heat conduction mechanism in solids varies across length scales.1,2 Phonons, which enable energy transfer through lattice vibrations, are the predominant energy carriers in dielectrics and semiconductors.1 The ballistic propagation of phonons along dimensions smaller than the phonon mean free path causes them to scatter at the system boundaries.3,4 For larger (>50 nm) length scales, internal phonon scattering within the material produces diffusive heat transfer.5 This scattering, which can depend upon the direction of heat flux,5 is enhanced as the phonon wavelength becomes comparable to the length scales of impurities and interfaces.6,7

An interface between dissimilar materials, even without defects on the contact surfaces, creates an impedance to thermal transport that depends upon the differences in the densities and phonon propagation speeds for the two materials. The impedance induces an interfacial thermal (or Kapitza) resistance $R_k = \Delta T/q$, where $\Delta T$ denotes the temperature drop across the interface and $q$ the net heat flux flowing across the contact area.

We examine $R_k$ through nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations12 for a Silicon (Si)–Germanium (Ge) superlattice that is illustrative of semiconductor applications.13,14 Figure 1 presents a representative temperature distribution along the x-wise direction of a 20.0 nm ($x$) x 2.5 nm ($y$) x 2.5 nm ($z$) cuboid domain. It includes a 10.0 nm x 2.5 nm x 2.5 nm solid Si lattice extending from 0–10 nm along the x-wise direction and a 10.0 nm x 2.5 nm x 2.5 nm Ge lattice from 10–20 nm. We neglect lattice mismatch during the epitaxial growth of Si films on Ge, or vice versa, which can influence interfacial thermal transport15,16 and consider idealized defect-free Si-Ge interfaces that have smooth contacts.

The MD simulations are conducted using the LAMMPS code.17 The Si-Si, Ge-Ge, and Si-Ge interactions are described through the Tersoff potential18,19 which is based on the concept of bond order, i.e., the bond between the atoms $i$ and $j$ is weakened by the presence of other bonds involving atom $i$. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the $y$- and $z$-directions for the MD simulations while free surface conditions are imposed along the $x$-wise direction. The system is initialized at 300 K and equilibrates with a Langevin thermostat with a coupling time of 0.1 ps for 2 ns.

A temperature gradient is imposed on the system by heating the Si atoms between 0–0.5 nm at 330 K and cooling the Ge atoms between 19.5–20.0 nm at 270 K. The temperatures are maintained constant by rescaling the atomic velocities every timestep.20 The entire system is thereafter allowed to behave freely with constant volume and energy over the next 11 ns. All simulations used a timestep of 0.002 ps.

The simulated temperatures are recorded every 20 ps and averaged over the last 1 ns in successive 0.3 nm x 2.5 nm x 2.5 nm slabs. The resulting spatial temperature distribution is presented in Fig. 1. The interfacial thermal resistance at ~10 nm produces a temperature discontinuity of ~5 K across the Si-Ge interface.21 Higher temperatures enhance lattice vibrations since the local atoms also possess larger kinetic energies. The vibrations in the Si lattice propagate, transferring energy to cooler regions in the superlattice and also scattering internally. The difference in the phonon propagation speeds across the Si-Ge interface, leads to a mismatch in phonon frequencies. Thus, phonons travelling through Si scatter at the...
interface, only partially transferring their energy to Ge. This impedance to heat conduction results in the temperature discontinuity at the interface. Overall, the bulk system follows the empirical Fourier’s law of continuum heat conduction in regions further removed from its boundaries.

Since the heat transfer changes from ballistic transport at length scales smaller than the characteristic phonon mean free path to diffusive transport for larger systems, the material thermal conductivity, a required parameter in continuum relations, also changes. We use equilibrium MD to simulate Ge cubes of various edge dimensions $L$ to describe the dependence of its thermal conductivity $k_{Ge}$ on length.

Thermal transport across the length scales is next coupled into a modified continuum simulation using transport coefficients that depend on the dimensions of the superlattice. Instead of interpreting the interfacial temperature difference as a jump or a discontinuity, we model the interface as a material with a very small thermal conductivity (and correspondingly large resistance). This requires an accurate characterization of the effects of system size on $R_k$. We employ nonequilibrium MD to simulate various forms of the Si-Ge superlattice described through Fig. 1 by altering the $x$-wise length of Si $L_{x-Si}$ between 1 and 100 nm. In all these simulations, $L_{x-Si} = L_{x-Ge}$. The net heat flux through the interface is calculated by time averaging the energy supplied to the warmer Si and removed from the cooler Ge atoms to maintain their temperatures at constant values.

Figure 2(a) presents the change in $R_k$ with respect to the system length. The simulated $R_k$ values agree with the literature. With increasing $L_{x-Si}$, $R_k$ decreases, which follows from our argument about the length dependence of thermal conductivity. The reduction in $R_k$ is relatively large between 1 and 40 nm, which are lengths smaller than the mean free paths of phonons. For larger dimensions, the resistance approaches a constant value. Likewise, the temperature drop at the interface is larger ($>10$ K) when $L_{x-Si} < 20$ nm but gradually diminishes to a constant value ($3-5$ K) as the system size increases. Overall, the relation $R_k \propto L^{-\beta}$ holds.

When the boundary temperatures are maintained constant in the simulations and the system length is varied, the net heat flux through the system changes, which also influences $R_k$. Therefore, we again simulate the same set of samples with varying lengths, but instead of maintaining constant boundary temperatures, we supply and extract the same energy ($\approx 8 \times 10^{-8}$ W) to the hot and cold boundaries during each timestep. This ensures that heat fluxes through the different systems are identical. Figure 2(b) presents the variation in $R_k$ with $L_{x-Si}$, which is overall similar to the predictions in Fig. 2(a). Both $R_k$ and $\Delta T$ decrease by larger amounts for $L_{x-Si} < 30$ nm but then assume constant values. This again demonstrates the presence of a characteristic interfacial resistance even at bulk scales, which follows the $R_k \propto L^{-\beta}$ relationship. Also, we find that $R_k$ is dependent only on the dimensions along the direction of heat conduction, not on those perpendicular to it.

A schematic for the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 3 where the interface is considered as another material contained between the Si–Ge superlattice. To demonstrate its applicability, we select the 20 nm ($x$) $\times$ 2.5 nm ($y$) $\times$ 2.5 nm ($z$) cuboid simulation domain in the configuration of Fig. 1.

Since interfacial effects influence ~2 atomic layers on either side of the contact location, the dimensions of the interfacial material are assumed to be 1.2 nm ($x$) $\times$ 2.5 nm ($y$) $\times$ 2.5 nm ($z$) that lies between 9.4 and 10.6 nm along the $x$-wise direction.

The Fourier law for steady-state heat conduction suggests that the overall heat flux across a system of composite slabs with different thermal conductivities is $q = (T_{HOT} - T_{COLD})/R_{TOTAL}$. Here, the total thermal resistance $R_{TOTAL} = L_{x-Si}/k_{Si} + R_k + L_{x-Ge}/k_{Ge}$ accounts for resistances due to the length-dependent thermal conductivities of Si and Ge as well as the Kapitza resistance of the assumed interfacial material. Again, the flux $q = (T_{HOT} - T_{COLD})/(L_{x-Si}/k_{Si}) = (T_{x-Si} - T_{x-Ge})/R_k = (T_{x-Ge} - T_{COLD})/(L_{x-Ge}/k_{Ge})$ leads to a temperature distribution within each material. $T_{x-Si}$ and $T_{x-Ge}$ are the temperatures at the boundaries of the interfacial material in contact with Si and Ge, respectively. Using $T_{HOT} = 330$ K, $T_{COLD} = 270$ K, the length-dependent $k_{Si}$
The interfacial thermal resistance according to material thermal conductivities simultaneously decreasing energy losses at the interface are reduced. This increases the material transport. The Fourier heat conduction relation is modified to account for $R_k$. For our Si-Ge model system, the approach is able to accurately replicate the effects of $R_k$ and predict the temperature discontinuity predicted by MD simulations alone. A future comparison of the phonon density of states of the atoms in the bulk material and at the interface for different superlattice dimensions should further clarify the role of the thermal resistance.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Spatial temperature distribution shown through continuous straight lines for a 20 nm (x-wise) long Si-Ge superlattice obtained using a modified continuum approach that considers the interface as a distinct material with a thermal resistance $R_k$. The thermal transport is induced by hot Si atoms that lie between $x = 0$ and 0.5 nm ($T_{Si} = 330$ K) that transfer heat to cooler Ge atoms between $x = 19.5$ and 20.0 nm ($T_{Ge} = 270$ K). The resistances provided by the Si lattice ($L_{Si}/k_{Si}$), interface ($R_k$), and Ge ($L_{Ge}/k_{Ge}$) that contribute to the overall heat transfer are shown. The filled circles represent the MD simulation results from Fig. 1 for comparison.

$= 5.38 \text{ Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}, k_{Ge} = 3.33 \text{ Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1},$ and $R_k = 1.26 \times 10^{-9} \text{ Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$ obtained from the simulations lead to the temperature distribution presented in Fig. 3. Not only does it reproduce the expected continuum behavior away from the interface, but this also replicates the temperature discontinuity across the interface that is predicted using MD, which is superimposed to validate our technique.

In summary, thermal transport changes from a ballistic form into diffusive behavior as the length increases from the nano- to the mesoscale. An accurate representation of heat transfer across solid-solid interfaces should account for the corresponding changes in both the bulk and the interfacial thermal resistance with varying length. We provide a modified continuum approach that incorporates the interfacial temperature discontinuity from atomistic simulations of dis-similar solids. The technique treats the interface as another material with a resistance $R_k$ that depends on the overall system length. As the system sizes increases, lattice vibrations that carry thermal energy scatter inside the bulk material and energy losses at the interface are reduced. This increases the material thermal conductivities simultaneously decreasing the interfacial thermal resistance according to $R_k \propto L^{-\beta}$. The contact area does not appreciably influence on thermal transport. The Fourier heat conduction relation is modified to account for $R_k$. For our Si-Ge model system, the approach is able to accurately replicate the effects of $R_k$ and predict the temperature discontinuity predicted by MD simulations alone. A future comparison of the phonon density of states of the atoms in the bulk material and at the interface for different superlattice dimensions should further clarify the role of the thermal resistance.
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